ABSTRACT Video frame interpolation is a classic computer vision task that aims to generate in-between frames given two consecutive frames. In this paper, a flow-based interpolation method (FI-Net) is proposed. FI-Net is a lightweight end-to-end neural network that takes two frames in arbitrary size as input and outputs the estimated intermediate frame. Novelly, it computes optical flow at feature level instead of image level. Such practice can increase the accuracy of estimated flow. Multi-scale technique is utilized to handle large motions. For training, a comprehensive loss function that contains a novel content loss (Sobolev loss) and a semantic loss is introduced. It forces the generated frame to be close to the ground truth one at both pixel level and semantic level. We compare FI-Net with previous methods and it achieves higher performance with less time consumption and much smaller model size.
I. INTRODUCTION
Video frame interpolation technique synthesizes intermediate frames between any two consecutive frames, which is a classic computer vision task in image and video processing [1] - [6] . It generates smooth transitions from the former frame to the latter one, compensating the motion information and enriching the changing details. The generated frames, together with the original ones, form both spatially and temporally coherent video sequences.
Video frame interpolation is widely applied to various fields, such as video frame rate conversion between broadcast standards, temporal super-resolution of videos for better visual effect, virtual view synthesis, etc. Different broadcast standards may request videos of different frame rates. So only when its frame rate is up-conversed, can the video be broadcasted with a higher standards. Besides, due to video temporal compression or the limitation of camera hardware, videos could suffer from low frame rate, leading to poor visual effect. Increasing the rate by frame interpolation can substantially improve the video details and ease the above problem. Moreover, frame interpolation can synthesize virtual views of
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objects from two given adjacent views, enriching the depiction of objects. In virtue of its wide applications, video frame interpolation has been drawing increasing attention to many researchers.
Three reasons account for the fact that video frame interpolation is a challenging task. 1) Cameras capture various complicated scenes in the real world. Generating images of such scenes is considerably difficult even though two adjacent frames are given. 2) Large motions are commonly existed in videos. In that case, the two original frames have big differences in motion regions, greatly increasing the complexity of frame interpolation.
3) The objects in videos could easily be occluded, which demands strong robustness of interpolation algorithms.
Learning-based video frame interpolation methods achieve great performance in recent year due to the development of machine leaning techniques. General procedure of learningbased video frame interpolation is shown in FIGURE 1. Given two consecutive frames in time order, the intermediate frame is firstly estimated by a certain frame interpolation algorithm. Then, the difference between the synthesized frame and the real one is computed under a certain criterion. To minimize the difference, the interpolation algorithm is improved repeatedly. Noting that the core of video frame interpolation is the interpolation method and the distance metric between two images. FIGURE 1. Learning-based video frame interpolation. The intermediate frame is estimated by a frame interpolation algorithm. Then the difference between the estimation and the ground truth is measured. Based on the interpolation error, the algorithm is improved or adjusted to generate images that is more similar to the real ones.
Standard approaches to synthesize interpolated frames in a video sequence involves two steps: motion estimation and pixel hallucination. Typical methods to model motions require accurate pixel correspondences between the two frames (e.g. using optical flow) [2] . The motions are considered as pixel spatial displacement. The quality of interpolated results is directly related to the accuracy of optical flow. That is to say, theoretically, perfect intermediate frames can be generated if the computed optical flow is flawless. However, flow-based methods have three drawbacks: 1) The estimated optical flow is not accurate when the motion regions suffer from blur, occlusion and abrupt brightness change.
2) The computation of global optical flow requires considerable time consumption and memory usage, which increases the difficulty of frame interpolation. 3) Some algorithms calculating optical flow are sensitive to parameter settings [7] . The effectiveness of those methods is not guaranteed under certain circumstances.
Recently, a novel thought to model motions has been brought up. It considers the motions as the change of color per pixel though time. Those methods are based on complex steerable pyramid and phase shift [2] , [8] . While achieving favorable performance, they are limited by three aspects: 1) Large motions cannot be well dealt with by them. The blur effect is inevitable when the two original frames are far part. 2) Because the phase shift of each pixel is required, the computational complexity cannot be ignored.
3) Experiments prove that they cannot reach the performance of flow-based methods.
Deep convolutional neural networks reveal great power in computer vision tasks such as image recognition [9] - [11] , video understanding [12] - [15] , pixel-wise image analyze [16] , [17] , etc. There is a big trend to use deep convolutional neural networks to synthesize intermediate frames.
In general, there exist three ways to use DCNN for video frame interpolation. 1) DCNN is utilized only to compute global optical flow of high accuracy [18] - [20] . Then the given frames are warped to generate interpolated frames. These methods are better than those that use traditional algorithms to compute optical flow in most cases. 2) DCNN includes two steps, the computation of optical flow or phase shift, and frame synthesis [1] , [4] , [8] , [21] . This kind of methods can synthesize better results than the first one does, because it models video frame interpolation as a whole task and optimizes all parameters simultaneously. 3) Instead of modeling motions in traditional ways, these methods use convolution operations to represent the motion of each pixel and directly synthesize frames [3] , [22] . Though experiments show the effectiveness of these methods, their practicality is relatively low, because they need to compute the convolution kernel for each pixel.
Briefly speaking, previous works on video frame interpolation have limitations as follows. 1) The flow-based methods can generate incorrect frames due to inaccurate estimated optical flow.
2) The phase-based methods lead to blur effect when dealing with large motions.
3) The convolution-based methods require a great many computing resources, making them less practical when processing high resolution videos. 4) The DCNNs are commonly optimized by pixel-wise loss function (MSE loss or l 1 loss), generating images with high peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) but low visual appearance.
Out of the deficiencies of previous video frame interpolation methods, in this paper we propose a novel neural network that uses robust feature-level optical flow for video frame interpolation, i.e., FI-Net. FI-Net is a lightweight end-to-end trainable neural network, given two consecutive frames in arbitrary size and directly outputting the estimated intermediate frame. It follows the typical procedure of video frame interpolation. First, the feature-level flow estimator computes the bidirectional optical flow between the two given frames. Then, the two frames are warped forward and backward through time to generate two estimated intermediate frames.
The final output is obtained by three dimension (3D) convolutions [23] on the concatenation of the forward result and backward one. The training of FI-Net is end-to-end and directed by a comprehensive loss function that contains a new content loss and a semantic loss. The main contributions of this paper are condensed as follows:
• We propose a lightweight end-to-end trainable neural network (FI-Net) for video frame interpolation. Compared to previous methods, it achieves higher performance using less inference time and much smaller model size.
• We design a feature-level flow estimator to obtain robust optical flow for frame warping. The learnable estimator computes optical flow based on the original frames and their feature maps. Such practice increases the accuracy of interpolated results.
• A comprehensive loss that includes semantic loss and Sobolev loss is presented, where the semantic meanings and gradients of images are involved for optimization. It recovers high-level information and high frequency components of images.
II. RELATED WORK
As a classic and challenging computer vision task, video frame interpolation has become one of the most popular research areas. A great number of methods has been proposed. Optical flow is the most common approach of video frame interpolation. The flow-based methods are generally named as Lagrangian methods. The accuracy of estimated optical flow would directly affect the quality of synthesized frame. In recent years, many algorithms to compute global optical flow come up and prove to be effective [18] - [20] , [24] - [26] . However, directly using optical flow for video frame interpolation can cause blur and distorted results. There is a trend of merging optical flow computing into the frame interpolation procedure [1] , [4] , [21] . Liu et al. [1] combine optical flow and neural network to synthesize video frames by flowing pixel values from input frames rather than hallucinating them from scratch, which can be easily extended to multi-frame generation. Jiang et al. [4] also propose a frame interpolation method which is capable of synthesizing variable-length of intermediate frames. To overcome the artifacts of optical flow, a U-Net is employed to refine the optical flow in [4] . However, because the CNN to compute optical flow is selfsupervised, the accuracy of the flow is relatively low. van Amersfoort et al. [21] design a generative network for frame interpolation, in which the prediction of optical flow and the synthesis of frames are constructed in a coarseto-fine fashion. Owing to the sophisticated structure of the flow-based generator, the method in [21] achieves impressive performance.
Besides the Lagrangian methods, Eulerian methods are exploited to solve video frame interpolation problem. Eulerian methods are original used to enhance subtle motions and Meyer et al. [2] , [8] extend the idea to model motions between frames. Meyer et al. model motions as phase shift of individual pixels and propose a bounded phase shift correction method to deal with large motions in [2] . Compared to flow-based methods, the proposed one is simple to implement and easy to parallelize, the computational cost of which is lower. However, it fails when there are significant appearance changes. To handel challenging scenarios and large motions, Meyer et al. extend the phase-based method by deep learning in [8] . This paper proposes PhaseNet that directly estimates the phase decomposition of the interpolated frame. Though Eulerian methods are promising for their lower computational cost and easy implementation, the performance can not reach the level of the methods that explicitly match and warp pixels [2] .
Convolution-based methods have been drawing much attention to many researchers recently [3] , [22] , [27] . Niklaus et al. [3] propose a video frame interpolation method (AdaConv) which combines motion estimation and pixel synthesize into a single process. They model pixels synthesis as local convolution over two input frames.
However, the method in [3] cannot handle any large motion beyond 41 pixels unless the frames are down-scaled. Besides, the memory demand increases quadratically with the kernel size. Niklaus et al. [22] improve AdaConv by formulating frame interpolation as local separable convolution over two input frames, which decreases the parameters of the model and makes it faster. But the method still cannot handle any large motion beyond 51 pixels. Chen et al. [27] propose a deep convolutional network to generate intermediate frames between two non-consecutive frames. The network can learn scene transformation through time and generate longer video sequences. The synthesized frames have randomness yet.
III. THE PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, we elaborate our method of video frame interpolation. First, we describe the task in mathematic and define a few notations. Then, we propose the distinctive FI-Net and explain its structure. At last, a comprehensive loss function is introduced to train FI-Net.
A. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Video frame interpolation aims to generate smooth transitions between two consecutive frames in a video. Here, we use I 1 , I 2 ∈ R H ×W ×C to represent the two given time-ordered frames. H , W , C are the hight, width and channel number of the frame, respectively. I R is the ground truth intermediate frame between I 1 and I 2 , which is only available during training. The synthesized intermediate frame is denoted as I S with the same size of I R .
Our ultimate goal is to find a map G to synthesize I S which is the estimation of I R for the given I 1 , I 2 , namely,
To achieve this, we train a neural network G θ with the parameters θ. θ is obtained by minimizing a certain loss function L. For N training samples {(
, we solve the following optimization problem,
In this work, we specifically design a neural network and a loss function for video frame interpolation, the details of which are described next.
B. FI-NET FOR VIDEO FRAME INTERPOLATION
We propose FI-Net for video frame interpolation. It takes two given frames as input and generates the intermediate frame directly. FI-Net is a flow-based method and follows typical procedure of frame interpolation: motion estimation and frame warping [28] . Overview of FI-Net is shown in FIGURE 2.
To handle large motions and obtain stable performance, we adopt the multi-scale estimation technique. For each scale, we estimate the intermediate frame in FI-Net. The final result VOLUME 7, 2019 is the weighted average of all scales. In consideration of model size, the network parameters are shared in all scales.
The core of FI-Net is the proposed feature-level flow estimator. The concrete structure of the flow estimator is illustrated in FIGURE 3 . Different from other methods of optical flow which use CNN to extract different levels of feature maps and only use the deepest one to estimate optical flow, we construct different levels of feature maps and process them with the same networks but independently to obtain final optical flow. It computes the optical flow based on the two given frames and their feature maps. Given two frames I 1 and I 2 , two convolutional layers (with kernel size 3 and channel number 3) are applied to extract features from them. So we get three levels of feature map (the original frames are zeroth level). For each level, we use a 3D convolutional neural network to estimate the bidirectional optical flow. The details of the network are shown in FIGURE 3. Specifically, each 3D convolutional neural network resembles other convolutional networks in previous works. It is stacked with 4 blocks of ''Conv-Activation'' and one extra convolutional layer. The structure of the first ''Conv-Activation'' block is detailed in the figure: the number of filter is 32, the kernel size is 3 × 3 × 3, and Leaky ReLU is used as activation. The following three blocks have the same structure as the first one does. The structure of the last convolutional layer is also shown in the figure: the number of filter is 2 and kernel size is 2 × 3 × 3 (without activation). Thus, we obtain three maps of forward flow and three maps of backward one from three levels of features. In addition, the 3D convolutional networks at different feature levels do not share the parameters so as to increase the fitting ability of FI-Net. The final bidirectional flow is the weighted average of the corresponding flow.
We novelly compute optical flow at three levels for two motivations: 1) Optical flow aims to achieve global matches between pixels in two images. However, the matching process struggles to exploit the inner characteristic of pixels because the descriptor of pixels are fixed. However, in our work, a 3-level feature pyramid is constructed by convolution. Note that we use learnable convolutional layers to extract feature maps from images. So the feature maps we use to compute optical flow are adaptively changing during training, which means our model is capable of discovering better optima in extended solution space. Thus, such practice guarantees our method generate accurate intermediate frames. 2) The feature-level technique has the same functions as those of adaptive data augmentation (not in the strict sense): two more informative images (feature maps) are generated for the estimation of optical flow by trainable convolution layers (act like adding noise, smoothing, sharpening, etc). By integrating three results from three inputs, the robustness of optical flow estimator is improved.
After obtaining the bidirectional flow, we backward warp the original frames and get two estimated intermediate frames. Then we concatenate these two frame along the time dimension. The concatenated frames is processed by a 3D convolutional block (the Conv Block in FIGURE 2) whose structure is shown in TABLE 1. To increase the fitting ability of our model, parametric rectified linear unit (PReLU) [29] is added after each convolutional layer. Finally, we obtain the interpolated frame in this scale. 
C. LOSS FUNCTION
A comprehensive loss function is defined to training FI-Net. The loss is denoted as L G that is a linear combination of content loss L C and semantic loss L S . That is to say,
where λ S is the weight to balance the two components.
We elaborate each loss function as follows.
1) CONTENT LOSS
Content loss measures the distance between the generated frame and the ground truth one at pixel-wise level. Pixel-wise content loss such as MSE (l 2 ) and l 1 loss struggles to deal with the uncertainty nature of losing high-frequency details such as texture [30] . Experiments demonstrates that minimizing MSE tends to finding pixel-wise averages of plausible solutions that are often overly smooth, causing poor perceptual quality [31] - [33] . In consideration of the drawbacks of pixel-wise loss functions, gradient-based loss functions are exploited in image synthesis [3] , [34] . Mathieu et al. prove that the blur effect can be alleviated by introducing image gradients into the loss functions [34] . The high-frequency compounds in images can be recovered and enhanced.
To deal with the problem of pixel-wise loss, we introduce a novel gradient-based content loss function named Sobolev loss which is based on Sobolev space [35] . Sobolev space is a subspace of L 2 function space. The functions in Sobolev space are required that their partial derivatives are also in L 2 space. Rigorously, Sobolev space is defined as
where ⊂ R d is the domain of functions. In addition, Sobolev space is equipped with a norm that is a combination of L 2 -norms of the function itself and its derivatives, namely,
where · L 2 ( ) denotes L 2 -norm of functions. VOLUME 7, 2019 In this work, we propose a novel content loss named Sobolev loss based on Sobolev space, denoted as follows,
where xy + ε 2 is Charbonnier norm (ε is positive and close to 0) [36] . λ D is the weight of gradient terms. We use Charbonnier loss on the original images because it is less sensitive to outlier and has good global smoothness. We use MSE loss for the gradients to force the generated images to maintain high-frequency components such as edges and texture.
2) SEMANTIC LOSS
The generated frame has the similar semantic meanings to the ground truth one. Motivated by this idea, we propose the semantic loss that quantifies the difference between two images at semantic level. We define semantic loss as follows,
where (I ) is the semantic map of image I . We use MSE loss to force the generated image to has almost the same semantic meanings as the target does.
In this paper, we utilize a pre-trained convolutional neural network as the semantic map. Specifically, we pre-train Resnet50 on ImageNet and use the responses of the last average pooling layer as the semantic map (·).
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we conduct a series of experiments to prove the effectiveness of our method. First, we explain the experiment setups, including the datasets, implementation details and evaluation metrics. Then, we conduct ablation study to demonstrate the contribution of our method. We compare our method with several previous video frame interpolation methods to prove its superiority. At last, we further compare the optical flow compute by FI-Net and that by FlowNet2 to show the significance of our feature-level flow estimator.
A. EXPERIMENT SETUPS 1) DATASETS
The training of FI-Net requires no annotated sample like other computer vision tasks such as image classification [37] , action recognition [38] , etc. So we can make use of any video as the training data for FI-Net. We use the first episode of Planet Earth II (1080p, 25fps) that is available online to train our model. This video covers complicated real scenes in nature, including people, various of animals and plants, closeup shots and long shots. Besides, large motions as well as tiny movements are common in the video. Thus, this video is quite applicable to training FI-Net for better generalization.
To generate training samples, all the frames are grouped into triplets, each of which contains three consecutive frames. To eliminate the shot boundaries, the l 2 histogram distance between the first and third frames is computed in each triplet. Triplets with distances bigger than 0.95 upper-quantile are considered as shot boundaries and removed from the training set. After eliminating the boundaries, 83,479 triplets are remained. Finally, all the remaining 1920 × 1080 triplets are resized to the size of 320 × 256.
As for testing, we use videos from UCF-101 [38] . We choose 10 videos (320 × 240, 25fps) and group the frames into 1,715 triplets to construct the testing set. Note that the UCF-101 testing set in our paper is different from that in [1] and [4] which only contains 379 samples, and so our experiment results are more general. Besides, the training set and testing set are different in content, motion scale, etc. So the experiments require high generalization ability of models.
2) IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
We empirically set λ S = 10 −6 and λ D = ε = 10 −3 . We train FI-Net for 10 epochs by Adam algorithm [39] with initial learning rate 10 −4 and β = (0.9, 0.999). The learning rate is halved every 2 epochs. The batch size is 16, which is enough for stable convergence. Our method is implemented by PyTorch on NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti.
3) EVALUATION METRICS
Two widely-used metrics are applied to objective evaluation: peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and structural similarity index (SSIM) [40] . We compute PSNR between two RGB images by averaging the PSNR of three channels. As for SSIM, we convert the RGB images into YUV color space and compute the SSIM of the Y component.
B. ABLATION STUDY
We conduct ablation study to prove the effectiveness of our model and the proposed loss functions, including Sobolev loss and Semantic loss. A baseline model, simplification of FI-Net, is constructed for comparison: 1) We eliminate multi-scale technique and only maintain the original scale. 2) We abandon feature-level flow estimation and compute optical flow directly from original images. To eliminate the influence of model complexity, we compute the flow using three branches of 3D convolutional network in FIGURE 2 (the three branches do not share parameters). 3) To demonstrate the effectiveness of our loss function, we use pure MSE loss to train the baseline model instead of the proposed loss. The results of ablation study are shown in TABLE 3.
The baseline model achieves considerable PSNR and SSIM. It proves the effectiveness of our basic structure. The multi-scale technique, feature-level flow, Sobolev Loss and semantic loss improve PSNR to varying degrees. The statistics show that feature-level flow has the strongest effect on PSNR, and hence feature-level flow is the core of our model. Besides, those four components also increase SSIM. Semantic loss has the greatest impact on SSIM, which means high-level similarity is crucial to visual appearance. Moreover, we find that the semantic loss can accelerate the optimization process. We believe the reason is that the network is oriented to a more abstract objective that is mathematically better than pixel-wise objectives.
C. OBJECTIVE COMPARISON
We compare our method with several previous video frame interpolation methods, including FlowNet2 (FlowNet2-CSS-ft-sd specifically) [18] , PhaseS [2] , SepConv [22] , Super SloMo [4] and ContextFI [41] . These five methods are representative of various video frame interpolation techniques. FlowNet2 is a deep neural network to purely compute global optical flow. We use the optical flow computed by it to warp the input frames for frame interpolation. PhaseS novelly considers motions as the phase shifts of pixels, which is simple to implement and parallelize. SepConv directly synthesizes pixel values by local convolution without modelling the motions in physical ways. Super SloMo and ContextFI are two state-of-the-art flow-based methods that model motions as pixel spatial displacements. We use official implementations and pre-trained models for comparison. Hence, the comparison results are persuasive. The results of PSNR and SSIM, as well as average runtime and model size, are shown in TABLE 4. FI-Net outperforms FlowNet2 to a large extent on PSNR and SSIM. It proves that directly using optical flow for video frame interpolation can not achieve considerable performance. Besides, FI-Net also achieves higher PSNR and SSIM than PhaseS does. PhaseS is a phase-based interpolation method that proves to be less effective than flowbased methods in other works. Our experiment also reveals this phenomenon. Compared to SepConv, Super SloMo and ContextFI, FI-Net achieves higher PSNR and SSIM but consumes less inference time with much smaller model size (approximately one tenth of ContextFI), which is applicable in practice. The comparisons prove the superiority of our method.
D. SUBJECTIVE COMPARISON
We follow Niklaus et al. in [22] , [41] and conduct user studies to compare our method with previous ones. Eight examples (680 × 480) from the Middlebury benchmark [42] are used as the test samples for the user studies. 15 participants (graduate students or PhDs in computer science) are recruited and involved into our studies. For each example in Middlebury benchmark, they are given the synthesized images by different methods and asked to select the image with better visual appearance. The preference index of an image is calculated as the ratio of selections over views. TABLE 4 demonstrates the preference indexes of generated images in each example. As shown in TABLE 4, a method performs differently in different examples. The expected average preference of all methods is 0.25, provided that their performance are the same. The results reveal that the four compared methods perform similarly, which means that the generated results from different methods have comparable visual appearance. Although our method achieves the best performance in the objective comparison, it does not perform the best in the subjective comparison. We believe it is because the objective criteria do not totally agree with the visual cognition of human. More work will be carried out to improve the visual appearance of generated images by our method. FIGURE 4 shows some examples from the Middlebury benchmark, including the ground truth and images synthesized from different methods. As shown in FIGURE 4, video frame interpolation methods still suffer from blur and artifacts due to large and complicated motions, which are obvious in ''Backyard'' and ''Basketball''. Those phenomena reduce the realness of synthesized images to a large extent.
E. OPTICAL FLOW COMPARISON
As the ablation study shows, the core of FI-Net is the feature-level flow estimator. To further demonstrate the significance of our flow estimator, we compare the optical flow computed from it and that from FlowNet2-CSS-ft-sd (abbreviated as FlowNet2) [18] . The MPI Sintel dataset (clean and final) [43] and Middlebury dataset [42] are used for test. The average endpoint errors are shown in TABLE 5.
As the results show, the feature-level flow estimator achieves almost the same accuracy as FlowNet2 does. Hence, our method is also capable of computing accurate global VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 4. Generated images from the Middlebury benchmark by different methods as well as the ground truth images. optical flow between two images. Compare with FlowNet2, our method owns two advantages: 1) FI-Net has much smaller model size than FlowNet2 does, which is more practical.
2) The training of FlowNet2 requires a large mount of samples labeled with ground truth optical flow, while the training of FI-Net only requires frame triplets of any video. So our method is superior to FlowNet2 for optical flow estimation.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we propose a novel lightweight neural network (FI-Net) for video frame interpolation. FI-Net leverages multi-scale technique and feature-level flow estimation to generate accurate intermediate frames. Moreover, a comprehensive loss that contains Sobolev loss and semantic loss is introduced to train FI-Net. The ablation study proves the effectiveness of the proposed network structure and the proposed loss functions. The objective comparison shows that our method surpasses the previous video frame interpolation methods. We also compare the optical flow estimated by our method with that by FlowNet2. the results show our method is capable of computing competitive optical flow with much smaller model size.
